The Ultimate Challenge: It’s About Time—
To rightfully honor those who have made the Ultimate Sacrifice
By Krista Haugen, Air Medical Memorial PIO and Jana Williams, National EMS Memorial Service PIO

Not that long ago, Tom Hanks and Tom Brokaw, used their fame to stir a nation. While Hanks was researching his now famous role in Saving Private Ryan, he realized the disparity and lack of national memorial for our WWII veterans. About the same time Brokaw released his best-selling book declaring WWII-era Americans “the Greatest Generation.” He too noted the WWII memorial gap. Both used press tour time to call attention to something that deepened the wounds for those who paid a grave price for our country. Despite land reserved on the National Mall grounds and an active campaign in progress for years, money was sorely lacking to build a fitting tribute. Both men with the help of other high profile notables issued a national challenge calling for funds. Soon their collective “It's about time” whisper became a roar. And there it began...a ground-swell of activity and in short order the funding goals were met and the memorial stands proud today.

Surely you are aware that each year, many in EMS and the air medical communities make the Ultimate Sacrifice, losing their lives in the service of others. You likely know that over the years EMS and air medical Line of Duty Deaths (LODD) total several hundred. Perhaps you are not aware that there is no national memorial for either group. It's about time. While we are certainly no Tom Hanks or Tom Brokaw, we hope to stir a nation as well, and reach all of you somewhere down in your soul. We owe our EMS community better than this. We know collectively the heart of EMS and air medicine is bigger than this.

Land has been donated for both the National EMS Memorial and the Air Medical Memorial. Both groups are organized, poised, and ready to build not only physical memorials, but also networks to support families and survivors, as well as programs to promote safety, health, and resilience for our EMS professionals from the ground to the air. It’s about time. The passion is there...all that is lacking is the funding to support these important efforts that will ultimately benefit everybody in EMS, as well as the communities we serve. It’s about time...will you join us?

We know emergency medical folks need deadlines and love a challenge. So it is in that spirit we issue The Ultimate Challenge: It’s About Time!

The challenge: Each EMS agency in the country is challenged to raise $1000 and each air medical program is challenged to raise $3000 by December 31, 2012. That’s not much time, but you save lives for a living, we know you can do it! Reach out to the community you serve...hold a bake sale, do a car wash, pass the hat, sell donuts, or, come up with your own team idea to get it done...be creative! In fact, creativity will be recognized and rewarded! If this challenge is successful, both memorials could be built in the coming year. Don’t you agree...it’s about time?